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Trust Board – 10th April 2014 

  

Title of the Paper: Patient Experience 

Agenda item: 173/16 

Author: 
 
Lead Executive: 

Lesley Lopez, Head of Patient & Public Involvement  
Jane Roberts, Project Lead 
Jackie Ardley, Interim Chief Nurse 

Trust Objective: Achieving continuous improvement to the quality of 
patient care through ‘People Who Use Our Services’ of 
all our patients, carers, families and local communities 
who come into contact with our services. 

The purpose of this paper is: 

• To provide an update on the Trust’s approach to improving the patient 
experience. 

Previously Discussed And Date For Further Review (list relevant committees) 
Monthly reports to: 

• TLEC, Patient Safety and Quality Group & Trust Board 

Benefits To Patients And Patient Safety Implications: 
To improve the patient experience. 

Risk Implications for the Trust: 

• If we do not listen and act upon 
service user and carer voices we 
will not meet service user’s 
expectations. 

• Failure to achieve a good patient 
experience. 

• CQUIN financial penalties  

Mitigating Actions (Controls): 

• A framework already exists within 
the Trust to manage the patient 
experience agenda. 

 

Links to Board Assurance Framework, CQC Outcomes, Statutory Requirements  
• Regulations 17 & 19 of the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) 

Regulations 2010. 

• Care Quality Commission: Outcome 1: respecting and involving people who use our 
services. 

• CQUIN Targets 

• Equality Act 2010, PSED & Equality Delivery System (EDS2) 

Legal Implications: (if applicable) 
Not applicable 
 

Communications Plan (if applicable) 

Recommendations: 

• To receive assurance on the work underway to improve how the Trust listens to 
the people who use our services and is improving the experience of its patients, 
carers and local communities. 
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Agenda Item: 173/16 

 
Trust Board – 10th April 2014 
 
People Who Use our Services 
 
Presented by: Jackie Ardley – Interim Chief Nurse 

 

1. Purpose 
 
1.1 To provide an update on the Trust’s approach to improving the patient experience 

during January & February 2014. 

 

2. Background 
 
2.1 The ability to listen to what matters to people who use our services and the 

experience of their carers and families and act on their feedback is the Trust’s 
method of demonstrating its values being turned into action. 
 

2.2 The Trust agreed a CQUIN with Herts Valley Clinical Commissioning Group 
(HVCCG) to improve the patient experience for 2013/2014. 
 

2.3 The Keogh Reviews 2013 identified a need for Trusts to deliver high quality care that 
is clinically effective, safe and delivering the best possible patient experience. 
 

2.4 We have listened and made changes, demonstrating our dedication to being an open 
and transparent Trust that is focused on meeting the needs of our patients in a 
professional and compassionate environment.  
 

2.5 The Francis Report 2013 identified concerns for the lack of effective patient and 
public engagement and complaints were not given high enough priority in identifying 
issues and lessons learnt. The final response (19th November 2013) identified new 
changes that will include: quarterly complaints reporting and better complaints 
information. 
 

2.6 The Equality Delivery System was introduced in 2010 to ensure equal treatment and 
access to our services, regardless of age, disability, gender re-assignment, marriage 
or civil partnership, maternity or pregnancy, race, religion or belief. The new EDS 2 
launched November 2013 is aligned to NHS England’s commitment to an inclusive 
NHS that is fair and accessible to all. 

 

3. Actions to Date 
 
The actions detailed below have been sub headed to reflect the many strands of the 
patient experience agenda contained within this paper. The headline issues chart 
shown below gives a quarterly comparison in respect of Complaints and PALS.  

  

 Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Movement 
     
Complaints 
 

157 146 137 * 

PALS Concerns 586 571 463  
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*Based on the number of complaints received to date it is likely that the total for 
Quarter 4 will be slightly higher than Quarter 3. 

 
3.1 Complaints 
  

 Nearly every Division experienced an increase in the number of complaints received 
in January (we received almost double the number of complaints compared with 
December).  Complaints received in January – February totalled 109. Surgery 
continues to receive the most number of complaints. 

 
3.2 Graph 1: Total No of Complaints by Division January - February 2014 (Appendix 1).  

Graph 2: Highlights of the top 10 Complaint Categories (Appendix 2). 
Graph 3: Highlights of the top 5 Complaints by Speciality (Appendix 3). 

  
3.3 Actions taken as a result of complaints 
 

• Radiology has put systems in place to ensure that referrals that have been 
returned to the referrer with a request for more detailed information are followed 
up and that more detailed information as to what is required is supplied. 

 

• An amended clinic letter has been provided to a patient who was unhappy with 
some of the content and choice of wording. 

 

• A patient’s case is to be discussed at surgical clinical governance meeting so that 
staff can reflect the patient’s experience. 

 

• Audit to be completed to ensure that consultant’s consent procedure for obtaining 
discussion with patient and documentation round this is to the expected standard. 
Date to be agreed. 

 
3.4 Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) 
 
3.5 PALS have dealt with 340 enquiries for the period January-February 2014.  
 
3.6 PALS enquiries: 
 
3.7 Acute Medicine and Surgery and Anaesthesia shared the most PALS enquiries 

compared to the other Divisions (Appendix 4). A key theme throughout the Divisions 
was Communication. Within Acute Medicine Division, concerns were raised around 
the admission process and treatment plans. PALS were able to liaise with the 
respective Matrons and Departmental Managers. As an outcome Wards have 
improved in taking direct responsibility in communicating. Senior Sisters on the 
Wards were also able to share the patient experience with the staff for reflection and 
improve service delivery. 

 
3.8 In the Acute Medicine Division concerns were raised in relation to appointments, 

assessments and waiting times within Cardiology and Respiratory Medicine where 
patients were chasing up outpatient appointments and diagnostic tests. Additional 
clinics were provided to ensure patients were seen and thus reducing the waiting 
time.  

 
3.9 The Trust has been proactively looking at capacity within the new ambulatory care 

unit. The outcome should be to see if there is a reduced rate of cancellations due to 
emergencies. 
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3.10 Within Surgery and Anaesthesia, an increased number of PALS enquiries were 

received relating to cancelled and delayed admissions for elective surgery and 
appointments and waiting times.  

 
3.11 PALS compliments: 

 
3.12 In January – February the Trust has received 35 compliments (Appendix 5). 
 
3.13 Ongoing actions taken as learning outcomes from comment cards and PALS include: 
 

• Following a meeting arranged with patient’s family, consultant to go back to team 
and emphasise the importance of communicating and updating patients’ families 
regularly during patient’s stay in hospital. 

• Joint working with the Health Liaison Team produced learning disabilities display 
boards and an easy read PALS leaflet. 

• PALS investigated a faulty answer machine in Cardiology, matter was reported 
and rectified to ensure patients were able to contact or leave a message with the 
department. 

• PALS escalated a persistent parking issue outside the Renal Unit to Facilities 
which led to warning signs being displayed around this area to ensure people do 
not park inappropriately. 

 
3.14 Friends & Family (F&F) 

 
3.15 The Trust has been collating Friends and Family data for Inpatient and A&E areas 

since April 2013 up to January 2014 (Appendix 6). 
 
3.16 The total number of paper/postcard surveys received in January 2014 from all wards 

and departments was 1393.  Of these responses, 747 were eligible for submission to 
Unify.  591 were from inpatient areas and 156 were from A&E. Comparative data, 
comments and a breakdown at ward level of inpatient and A&E data have been 
submitted for January (Appendix 7). 

 
3.17 The results for January (published 6 March 2014) indicated that 690 (92%) of 

patients treated at the Trust were extremely likely or likely to recommend our services 
compared with 21 (2.8%) of patients who were unlikely or extremely unlikely to 
recommend our services. 

 
3.18 The inpatient Net Promoter Score has been above the national score of 73 for 10 

months; in January this was 75. Our inpatient response rate for January was 25.5% 
which is the tenth month that it has been more than 20.  
 

3.19 The NPS for A&E increased to 56 in January whilst the response rate at 5.4 was the 
highest it has been since April 2013. Collecting Friends and Family data in A&E 
remains challenging and following a review of different methods of collection, the 
Trust has decided to launch a new approach by using token booths.   
 

3.20 Our combined score (A&E and inpatient) was 71 for January which compares 
favourably with the national average of 65. However our combined response rate of 
14.3 is 6% below our CQUIN requirement. 
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3.21 Maternity responses in January demonstrated that the Antenatal score at WHHT was 
71 which is 4 points above the national average. NHS England announced in 
December that the only response rate to be published would be birth (touch point 2). 
For January the response rate at WHHT was 5.8% against a national average 
response rate of 20.8%. The friends and family score was 85, 7 points above the 
national average. The score from questions 3 which is care on postnatal ward was 42 
against a national score of 65 whilst the score for touch point 4 (post natal community 
provision) was 57. The total number of forms received from 4 touch points in January 
was 191. 
 

3.22  Approximately 750 of the returned Friends and Family surveys at WHHT contained 
additional comments. These comments as well as response rates and the NPS are 
shared directly with the relevant ward sister/charge nurse. 
 

3.23 In January 164 patients completed the Friends and Family survey online or using a 
handheld electronic device. 
 

3.24 A quick response code has been added to all friends and family survey forms  
 

3.25 Friends and Family will be a National CQUIN target in 2014 with expectations of 1) 
implementation of staff friends and family test 2) early implementation of friends and 
family in outpatient and day cases 3) increased response in A and E, In-patient and 
maternity and fourthly an increase in Net Promoter Score in both A and E and In-
patient  
  

3.26 15 Steps Update  
 
3.27 The 15 Steps Challenge was repeated in February 2014 visiting 25 wards and 

departments.  
 

3.28 Litigation and Claims Department  
 
3.29 During the months of January and February, the Trust received the following:  
 

 Inquests 
Held 

 

Letters of 
Claim 

Letter 
Before 
Action 

Cases Closed 

Patients Staff  Settled Discontinued NHSLA Lack of 
progress 

Jan 1 2 2 6 3 2 1 0 
Feb 4 1 2 8 2 2 2 2 

 
3.30 In January, one inquest was held but no concerns were raised. 
 
3.31 During February four inquests were held, three of which there were no concerns and 

one where it is thought the Trust will receive a Letter of Claim following concerns 
raised by the family. 

 
4.0 Partnership Working – The Patients Association: 
  
4.1 Joint working continues between The Patients Association & West Hertfordshire 

Hospitals NHS Trust – “Shaping the Future of Patient Engagement” with follow up 
work streams.  
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4.2 Four work streams were set out to involve delegates to participate in areas where 
they would most like to see improvements. Through the Trust’s e-update also came 
the opportunity for any additional staff to work alongside on the following work 
streams during January and February: 

 

• Work stream 1 – Volunteer Workforce 

• Work stream 2 – Customer Care 

• Work stream 3 – Patient Communication 

• Work stream 4 – Experience of Arriving 
 
4.3 All work streams led by the Head of Patient & Public Involvement (PPI) and 

colleagues from the Leadership Academy were well attended by staff, patients, 
carers and external organisations who wanted to play a part in these changes. 
Throughout the four mornings 77 people attended. 

  
4.4 Previous feedback from delegates stated that they would have liked to have seen 

doctors at the event as well as younger people. To address this, copies of the final 
report were given out to doctors at ‘grand rounds’ and by also communicating with 
‘doctor champions’. 

 
4.5 As a way of involving young people in shaping our future, letters went out to all 

secondary schools within west Hertfordshire inviting them to attend a similar event 
and work stream that would give them the same opportunity to participate. Hemel 
Hempstead School were delighted to take up the ‘challenge’ during February and to 
contribute (Appendix 8). 

 
4.6 This was an exciting event, using the same WE CARE ‘puzzle’ pieces used in the 

original event. Attended by a Consultant, Matron, Staff Nurse, Hospital Play 
Specialist and Senior Sister from Paediatrics, 14 students and their teacher from 
Hemel Hempstead School came together in great discussion around their 
experiences of healthcare from a young person’s perspective. 

 
4.7 Four additional schools, Sandringham, Kings Langley, Tring and St. Albans Girls 

have signed up to be a part of this during April, with visits to their schools. 
 
4.8 The young people’s work stream clearly highlighted: 
 

• how they would like to be spoken to directly by doctors, nurses and supporting 
staff, whether a patient or a carer and not to be dismissed as if not there. 

• how they would like to wear their own clothes or pyjamas 

• their surprise at the information given during this session that gave them an 
insight into how the NHS works and some of the problems it has to overcome on 
a day to day basis. 

• what they would like available to them whilst an inpatient 
 
4.9 The adult work streams highlighted the need to look at: 

• how we market, promote and retain our volunteers with much needed additional 
resources (volunteer work stream). 

• how we treat patients with respect, dignity and equality, recognising individual 
needs and how we shape the services to support this (customer care). 

• how we communicate effectively, both face to face and written, to fully support 
them in what is happening to them today and in the future (patient 
communication). 
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• how we provide information points throughout the Trust to support travel, parking, 
cash/change points and site/department directions (experience of arriving). 

 
4.10 An additional work stream with volunteers took place at the Trust’s annual volunteer’s 

thank you lunch. The Chair and Chief Executive of the Trust had an opportunity of 
thanking all our volunteers for all their hard work during a lunch in February.  

 
4.11 All delegates who attended all the work streams were asked to come up with ideas, 

areas and tasks for improvements that they felt needed implementing as a priority 
and would offer the most benefit to patients and carers if achieved (Appendices 9-
12). 

 
4.12 Comments during this additional work stream ranged from:  

 
“Can we have a well-notified central point of reference for reporting feedback on 

hospital conditions?” to “It would be good to have the Trust newsletter available on 
the Enquiry Desk at SACH, we don’t have a computer so if a service has changed or 
closed we do not know and cannot give accurate information to people.” 

4.13 Way forward: 
 
4.14 All delegates are invited to attend follow up groups to take the actions forward from 

all of the work streams and to be a part of a ‘mystery shopper’ initiative that will look 
at current operational ways of working. Once new actions have been put in place, a 
benchmarking exercise will follow to see if the actions have made a difference. 
 

4.15 The Patient Association and the Trust have planned a follow up event on the 25th 
April 2014 to look at the benchmark exercise to establish whether there has been any 
impact on service provision in the Trust. 

 
4.16 Social Media Update 
 
4.17 The Trust continues to gain valuable feedback through NHS Choices and Patient 

Opinion websites (Appendix 13). 
 
4.18 Equality & Diversity 
 
4.19 The Trust has drafted their Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) report for publication, 

setting out its achievements over the last year and more importantly its goals for the 
coming year. The goals will be incorporated into the actions coming out of the 
Equality Delivery System (2) review. 

 
4.20 In February the Trust agreed to participate in the countywide EDS event alongside 

other Trusts, taking place in May 2014. This event will provide the Trust with the 
opportunity to share with stakeholders and local interests the work that has been 
achieved over the last year, and to set out the actions for the next 12 months.  
 

4.21 Executives ‘Back to the Floor’ 
Two executive members, the Director for Partnerships and the Director of Workforce, 
visited wards in January & February in respect of ‘Back to the Floor’ (Appendix 14). 
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4.22 Patient & Public Involvement 
 
4.23 Additional Patient & Public Involvement work during January–February took place to 

further support the patient experience (Appendix 15). 
 

5. Risks 
  

Not retaining compliance with: 

• Regulations 17 & 19 of the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated 
Activities) Regulations 2010. 

• Care Quality Commission: Outcome 1: respecting and involving people who 
use our services. 

• Not getting it right for our patients. 

• CQUIN Targets – financial penalties if not achieved. 

• Our Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) & Equality Delivery System (EDS2) 
 

6. Recommendation  
 

The Board is asked to receive the information contained within the report and support 
the actions taken that demonstrate that we have listened to our patients, carers and 
families. 
 

 
 
Jackie Ardley 
Chief Nurse 
10th April 2014 
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Appendix 1 
 

Graph 1 
Total No of Complaints by Division January - February 2014 
 
The following graph details by division the number of complaints received In January and 
February.   
 

 
 
Year to date April to February we have received a total of 549 complaints, of which 61 were 
received in January and 48 in February. 
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Appendix 2 
 
 

 
 

Graph 2 

Top 10 Complaint Categories January 

 
Complaints about the clinical care provided continue to remain the main concern 
raised by patients, along with issues about communication both in writing and verbally 
as well as the attitude of staff.   The data represented in the chart details the number 
of times the issues have been raised as opposed to actual number of complaints. 
(Data for February is not yet available) 
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Appendix 3 
 
Graph 3 
Top 5 Complaints by Speciality January 
 
There has been an increase in the number of compaints received about Emergency Care 
and Midwifery Care.  There is no evident reason as to this increase other than if there has 
been an increase in activity. (Data for February is not yet available). 
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Appendix 4 
 

PALS enquiries – Divisional Graphs 
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Appendix 5 

 

PALS Compliments 

 
“Very impressed that his appointment was dealt with so efficiently today. He had seen Mr 
Leahy himself which he was delighted with and sorted out so promptly, he was bowled over 
and wanted to pass on this message to Mr Leahy and his team.” 
 
“Despite the terrible news of being diagnosed with myeloma, Dr Bradley has been 
outstanding in her compassion, knowledge and in managing a difficult situation with speed 
and efficiency … During the visits I have also met with Cathy Evans - Clinical Nurse 
Specialist, our experience with Cathy has also been equally positive and her care also 
outstanding.” 
 
“I wish to express my gratitude to the nurse and doctors who attended to me … with regard 
to my incessant bleeding following a tooth extraction by a dentist earlier in the day.  They 
worked hard to stem the bleeding trying various courses of action and made both my wife 
and I feel as comfortable as possible in the circumstances.  We were treated with great 
dignity and saw the best of the NHS during those few hours we spent at the hospital.” 
 
“Thank you to Haematology and the AAU for your tireless, caring and respectful treatment of 
my elderly mother.” 
 
“I was rushed into the A & E as a result of breathing difficulty which was in the event 
diagnosed as a lung infection. We hear a great deal about A&E departments and the 
problems they face … All the staff - paramedics, nurses, doctors and porters - could not 
have been more professional, caring and friendly. I was kept informed as to what was 
happening and received clear explanations of my condition.” 
 
“I would just like to say how much I appreciated the Urology - Erectile Dysfunction Clinic held 
recently by Clinical Nurse Specialist Girda Plummeridge at Watford General Hospital. This 
clinic was full of information and all my many questions and concerns were answered fully, 
with explanations of physiology etc.” 
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Appendix 6 
 
Friends and Family data for Inpatient and A&E areas since April 2013 up to January 
2014. 

Response rate 

  

Apr-

13 

May-

13 

Jun-

13 

Jul-13 Aug-

13 

Sep-

13 

Oct-

13 

Nov-

13 

Dec-

13 Jan-14 

Inpatient 42.1% 21.4% 26.1% 22.1% 27.3% 29.9% 28.1% 27.5% 25.0% 25.5%  

A&E 2.0% 0.5% 0.8% 1.1% 3.2% 2.5% 1.8% 4.7% 3.0%  5.4% 

Combined 14.7% 7.7% 7.2% 10.2% 13.4% 14.7% 13.9% 15.4% 12.8% 14.3% 

 

Friends & Family score 

  

Apr-

13 

May-

13 

Jun-

13 

Jul-

13 

Aug-

13 

Sep-

13 

Oct-

13 

Nov-

13 

Dec-

13 

Jan-

14 

Inpatient 68 73 71 77 73 76 76 80 79 75  

A&E 50 18 38 45 59 54 64 72 48  56 

Combined 67 70 68 75 71 74 75 78 75 71 
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Appendix 7 
 

Tabled below are the first 10 months of Friends and Family data (response rate and net 
promoter score) at WHHT.  This is compared to the national average and the performance 
against three local Trusts. January’s data to be published 6 March. 

 
In-Patient Score Apr May June July Aug Sept  Oct  Nov  Dec 

 
Jan 

 

National NPS 
Response 

% 

70 
21.5 

70 
24.0 

70 
27.0 

71 
27.8 

 

72 
28.9 

72 
29.4 

72 
30.4 

73 
31 

71 
28.5 

73 
31.0 

WHHT NPS 
Response 

% 

68 
42.1 

73 
21.4 

71 
26.1 

77 
22.1 

73 
27.3 

76 
29.9  

76 
28.0 

80 
27.5 

79 
25 

75 
25.5 

East and 
North 

NPS 
Response% 

72 
29.4 

71 
35.9 

76 
42.6 

79 
33.7 

82 
27.8 

74 
28.1 

77 
25.8 

76 
24.9 

77 
20.9 

75 
27.3 

Luton and 
Dunstable 

NPS 
Response% 

59 
57.4 

56 
53.3 

58 
49.8 

65 
56.0 

64 
59.1 

62 
49.1 

69 
46.4 

67 
44.8 

68 
43.0 

66 
46.5 

Hillingdon NPS 
Response% 

62 
33.0 

60 
39.7 

64 
53.7 

65 
44.0 

68 
48.3 

66 
52.2 

64 
52.2 

69 
45.7 

66 
41.4 

64 
36.2 

A and E Score April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 

National NPS 
Response 

% 

49 
5.6 

55 
7.5 

54 
10.3 

54 
10.4 

56 
11.3 

52 
13.2 

55 
13.8 

56 
15.2 

56 
15.3 

57 
17.4 

WHHT NPS 
Response 

% 

50 
2 

18 
0.5 

38 
0.8 

45 
1.1 

59 
3.2 

54 
2.5 

64 
1.8 

72 
4.7 

48 
3.0 

56 
5.4 

East and 
North 

NPS 
Response% 

73 
10.3 

70 
14 

72 
14.1 

66 
8.3 

60 
11.6 

47 
12.8 

67 
8.6 

71 
11.3 

69 
6.4 

61 
20.7 

Luton and 
Dunstable 

NPS 
Response% 

60 
10.0 

52 
10.4 

55 
9.3 

49 
8.4 

44 
10.7 

59 
13.1 

71 
9.7 

63 
60 

63 
9.0 

71 
18.2 

Hillingdon NPS 
Response% 

44 
14.8 

41 
12.8 

55 
10.6 

53 
16.1 

51 
32.2 

51 
23.3 

58 
22.5 

53 
19.8 

58 
26.6 

61 
27.1 

Combined Score April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 

National NPS 
Response% 

63 
10.9 

65 
13.2 

64 
15.9 

64 
16.1 

65 
17.1 

63 
18.6 

64 
19.6 

65 
20.9 

64 
19.7 

65 
22.2 

WHHT NPS 
Response% 

67 
14.7 

70 
7.7 

68 
7.2 

75 
10.2 

71 
13.4 

74 
14.7 

75 
13.9 

78 
15.4 

75 
12.8 

71 
14.3 

 
Examples of comments received from Friends & Family surveys in January 2014: 
 

Positive Negative 
I have to say the level of care and respect from all staff 
was great. Hardworking, decent people on all levels. I was 
pleased and grateful. Sometimes difficult conditions made 
their effort even more impressive. I have no criticism 
whatsoever, I personally was treated royally and I would 
love these comments to be passed on to the relevant staff 
on all shifts. They all need to be commended, people 
always quick to criticize, but we should give credit where it 
is due to hardworking dedicated people. 

Patients after surgery need kindness and compassion as 
well as skill. If a surgeon can smile and say "good 
morning" when he enters a bay, as one did, why can’t 
junior doctors and admin staff smile just the once? Also 
clock needed in day room - it matters. 

The care and attention I have received has been first class 
from all the staff. I feel I have made enormous progress. 
Thank you so much. 

Volume of sound during the night shift. 

Brilliant consultant who received me with team, immediate 
action. Totally focused on my care to achieve a successful 
outcome. Provided by friendly and super nurses. 

A day room or quiet area. As relatives it is hard to spend 
time in the ward when visiting and the patient is in 
therapy. 
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Friends & Family Scores by ward/department January 
 
The No of paper/postcard surveys submitted to Unify in January 2014 was 747 

(Published – March 6th 2014) 
 
Site Ward Ext 

Likely 
Likely Neither 

Likely 
or 
Unlikely 

Unlikely Ext 
Unlikely 

Don’t 
Know 

Total No 
eligible to 
respond 

Total 
Response 
For each 
ward 

Response 
rate for 
each ward 
% 

WGH A & E 102 29 6 3 9 7 2900 156 5.4 
 

WGH Acute 
Stroke 

6 1 0 0 0 0 98 7 7.1 

WGH Aldenham 
 

10 6 0 2 0 0 53 18 34.0 

WGH Cassio 
 

13 3 0 0 0 0 90 16 17.8 

WGH Cleves 
 

40 4 2 1 0 0 79 47 59.5 

WGH CCU 
 

45 14 0 0 1 3 87 63 72.4 

SAC
H 

DLM/BEC 
 

39 6 1 0 0 0 238 46 19.3 

WGH Crox/Sar 
 

9 7 0 0 0 1 97 17 17.5 

WGH Elizabeth 
 

63 17 1 0 0 0 203 81 39.9 

WGH Flaunden 
 

84 10 0 1 0 2 153 97 63.4 

WGH Gade 
 

12 0 0 0 0 0 55 12 28.1 

WGH Heronsga
te 
 

29 9 3 0 1 1 85 43 50.6 

WGH Langley 
 

30 3 0 0 0 0 104 33 31.7 

WGH Letchmor
e 
 

13 4 1 0 0 0 85 18 21.2 

WGH AAU L1 
 

12 5 2 2 0 2 561 23 4.1 

WGH AAU L3 
 

12 2 2 0 0 0 151 16 10.6 

HH 
 

Simpson          

WGH Ridge 
 

41 10 1 1 0 1 176 54 30.7 

All 
Sites 

TOTALS 560 130 19 10 11 17 5215 747 14.3 
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Appendix 8 
 

 
 
 
 

WORKING TOGETHER – patients, carers and staff 
YOUNG PEOPLE’S EVENT  

 
10am – 1pm, Friday 7 February 2014 

Corporate Lounge, Watford Football Club, Vicarage Road, Watford 
 

Welcome & Access   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
“My mum & sister get quite stressed and 
uncomfortable when they are in hospital and 
especially my mum when my sister needed an 
operation” 

Initial impression of the hospital should be 
cheerful and reassuring – not dark and dingy – 
light and cheerful 

Clearly signposted: toilets, separate wards 

Look happy and not look miserable 

Getting to hospital it is very well signposted but 
parking is hard to find a space 

Hard to get to Watford General, e.g. traffic jams. 
Hospital itself well signposted 

Use simple language. Spoken directly. 

“Only ever been to A&E once and I thought it was 
pretty good. It’s only my sister, who has to go 
quite a lot, she seems to have to wait for hours 
and hours.” 

“Been to A&E once but couldn’t find anywhere to 
park as we weren’t sure what parking was 
allocated to staff/patients.” 

Signage to find out where your family member or 
friend is. Information sheet to show who is in each 
bed. 

Only A&E in the area, very difficult to get to if 
there’s traffic. 

“The staff were extremely welcoming and very 

• Entering the 
hospital, a cheerful 
smiley person 

• It does not matter 
what you look like, 
you should be 
treated the same – 
the way you are 
approached. 

• Approachable 
people who you 
can ask for 
directions 
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reassuring!” 

Receptionists can be slightly rude. 

Someone showing you where to go. 

Directions to your ward can be unclear 
sometimes. 

Approachable people who you can ask for 
directions. 

Map and the welcome area to show where 
everything is. 

Up to date maps. 

When entering a hospital, you should be 
welcomed by a cheerful & smiley person. 

It does not matter what you look like, you should 
be treated the same – the way you are 
approached. 

“Entry to the hospital was smooth and enticing.” 

As you enter the hospital (e.g. in the car) it should 
be easy and accessible so you know where you 
are going – arrows and sign posts to be clear. 

Enquiring. Asking if you need help. Assisting with 
where to go gives a good first impression. 

Happy staff are essential! 

Staff need to be making sure that their patients 
are comfortable. 

People looking happy in general. 
Everyone Counts   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
“I think that children are treated quicker compared 
to adults.” 

Different ages, genders, languages 

“My granddad has Parkinson’s and they’ve helped 
him with speech therapy and take the time to 
listen to him which is very considerate and 
rewarding.” 

Approachable staff 

• Speaking to the 
children first, then 
to the 
guardians/parents 

• Young people 
should be spoken 
to directly, not 
through parents. It 
is the child that is 
suffering and they 
know how they 
feel. You, as the 
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Young people should be spoken to directly, not 
through parents 

Information sheets are directed to people who can 
read clearly and don’t have problems trying to 
read or work out what it means (language) 

An area or person to look after younger 
children/siblings 

Be patient with patients who may not be very 
quick speakers or thinkers. It is essential for the 
patient to not feel under pressure or wrong. 

A mix of visual and auditory things to suit the 
needs of different people and how they 
understand best. 

Information in different forms. 

Lots of lifts for disabled. 

Take care of patients and their needs, e.g. “a soft 
food option for somebody who has just had dental 
surgery and you are numb” 

“I think that the information in the book is good 
and valid, but I think it should be shortened 
maybe, because it seems quite long winded.” 

Take into account all needs for all ages. 

Can wheelchair users access the toilets if the door 
is hard to open? 

Preparation book – big fonts, lots of pictures, 
images you can relate to as you see people in 
your situation – smiley children, doesn’t seem 
daunting 

Communication, asking people if they are OK or if 
they need help 

Switching language machines so foreign people 
can access the hospital 

“I think the access to the surgeries and hospitals 
is really good.” 

patient, are the 
best person to 
explain how you 
feel. 

• Be patient with 
patients who may 
not be very quick 
speakers or 
thinkers. It is 
essential for the 
patient to not feel 
under pressure or 
wrong. 

Communicating with Compassion   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
“Communication & reassurance is key I think.” 

Being clear on professional roles – find out and 

• If a patient is 
nervous or scared 
(or just in general), 
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meet the main people who are dealing with you to 
see their role. 

“Have conversations to keep our mind off what is 
happening.” 

“Having fun in hospital – jokes, cheering you up in 
the situation” 

Regular check-ups – don’t feel isolated/left alone 

Some would prefer information direct from 
nurse/doctor and others from family members – 
need to check 

Being asked “how are you feeling?”, “have you got 
any concerns or questions?” 

Making the hospital familiar and a safe place to be 
– children’s ward to have colourful designs 

“Would prefer to be told in a room with other 
people.” 

Distraction from what is happening – physical 
things, verbal things 

People on boards to show their experiences of 
range of operations – things gone well to reassure 
you 

“My mum actually didn’t want to and was actually 
advised NOT to go to A&E by my Aunt who was a 
nurse, when a bottle of vodka dropped on my toe.” 

“Only 1 or 2 people crowding around at a time, not 
loads – it’s too intimidating.” 

If a patient is nervous, or scared, a nurse needs to 
be approachable and welcoming 

Would be good if there could be a private area 
that visitors could go with the patient. Visitors 
need to be respected too. 

Clear division and publicity between what needs a 
GP and what needs A&E 

Clear explanations 

Speak to child first, then to guardians/parents 

a nurse needs to 
be approachable 
and friendly 

• Being asked “how 
are you feeling?”, 
“have you got any 
concerns or 
questions?” 

• Clear explanations 
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Letting you know how long the wait will be in A&E 

Entertainment. 

Asking questions. 

Reassuring that the operation went well and the 
patient is doing well 

Ask questions about you as the patient to feel like 
you are being communicated with 

When on your way to the operating theatre, the 
nurse needs to take your mind off it and make 
jokes 

Explanation of different staff roles to know who 
does what 

Being kept up to date with everything that is going 
on, always being reassured 

Someone calm to talk to. Not talking too fast 

Assisting with Toileting & Ensuring Dignity   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Home comforts 

Giving the option to get changed in privacy 

Younger patients may prefer to wear pyjamas if 
possible – they feel more comfortable 

Good flushing 

“I would prefer to wear PJs rather than a gown. 
But I wouldn’t mind wearing a gown.” 

Only weigh people if definitely necessary and 
always in private. 

Showing family how to assist with the patient so 
they feel more comfortable 

Privacy 

Keeping a nurse always there in case a patient 
has any issues 

“I think if you are in hospital for a long period of 
time, the patient would rather wear their own 
clothes because it still gives the patient their own 
choice.” 

• Showing family 
how to assist with 
the patient so they 
feel more 
comfortable, e.g. 
the patient would 
feel more 
comfortable with 
their mum than a 
nurse 

• Giving the option to 
get changed in 
privacy 

• Private 
conversations 
between nurses & 
patients about 
going to the toilet 
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Private conversations between nurses & patients 
about going to the toilet 

Clean toilets/Good presentation of toilets 

Same sex nurses/doctors 

Clips on the curtain to ensure privacy 

Privacy for showering 

Prefer shower to a bath 

Have people around to ensure you feel confident 
asking for help (nurses, family) 

Feel comfortable to ask for assistance. Would 
want the nurses to get to know us. Chat to you 
about other stuff. 

Make sure assisting with toileting is comfortable 
with patient 

Make most options to go to the toilet – patient can 
decide whether to go nearby or get up 

Allow flexibility for choice in clothing in wards – 
ensure dignity 

Family members to help 

Most would prefer family member to help with 
bottom-wiping or washing in bed 

Ask the patient what they would like to be asked 
OR if they say a word then you know they need to 
go to the toilet 

“I’d rather use that extra energy to get up and go 
to the toilet instead of using a small cardboard 
box/bottle.” 

Relieving Pain Effectively   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
“I think giving the patient an option of what is best 
for the patient, e.g. resting now and having 
medication later or having medication now and 
resting after.” 

Supported through injection with distraction 

“I think that maybe someone would comfort the 
parents as it’s their child in hospital” 

• Calming you down: 
making you feel 
like the situation is 
under control & 
that you will be OK 

• An environment 
with lots of different 
options of things to 
do to help relieve 
boredom – waiting, 
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Have headphones so people can zone out during 
injections 

An environment with lots of different options of 
things to do to help relieve boredom – waiting, 
makes time go quicker 

Distractions so you can’t see the injections go in 
(shield or something) 

“I was in recovery and they gave me a strong 
painkiller but didn’t check if I was allowed it or 
not.” 

A Wii, Fifa, car games, Mario games 

Vulnerable people need support – do not tell them 
anything they don’t need to scare them 

More information, understandable language, 
calming you down, have it while you are eating 

Talk a minimum about the procedures in depth 
(more so for a child) to decrease worry and put 
their mind off the operation 

“I think a pain scale is definitely a good idea for 
both the nurse & patients.” 

Clear explanation of how long the medicine will 
take to relieve the pain – ensure it’s a natural 
pain, common 

Something you can focus on for a long time 

Way to ask for stronger pain relief 

Instructions of how to use the buzzer. Give 
examples of when & what & why you can use it. 

TV – relaxing activities, takes your mind off things 

Activities – fulfilling the patient’s interests, creating 
a stress-free environment 

Relaxing and calming down before the actual 
operation/injection, etc. occurs. DVD, Mario Kart, 
Wii and things 

Conditions in when you can possibly fall asleep. A 
period in which you can minimise feeling pain. 

Having an X-Box, Play Station or gaming PC to 

making time go 
quicker & take your 
mind off things 

• Vulnerable people 
need support, do 
not tell them 
anything they don’t 
need to scare 
them. Also know 
it’s OK for patients 
to contact a nurse 
for help and 
assisting them in 
relieving pain. Also 
inform if pain has 
changed. 
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take teenagers mind off pain. 
Ensuring Adequate Nutrition   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Same nutrition in the vending machine as you 
would in the normal food 

Healthy & unhealthy vending machines 

Wide variety of fruit and vegetables 

Healthy 

Choice to eat in bed or at table 

“My friend has a nut allergy and she is scared of 
eating food when she goes to the hospital or A&E, 
but also she is scared to ask if the food contains 
ingredients that would trigger an allergy attack.” 

“Bring in our own food – favourite meal, comfort 
food” 

Possibly have more branded/special foods within 
hospitals as an option for patients or families even 
if it is something you pay for – having those 
services on site 

“In A&E department there needs to be more 
options in the vending machines for people who 
are waiting, i.e. fruit/sandwiches” 

Knowing ingredients in the food in case of 
allergies 

Fresh food available. That’s also healthy! 

Nurses to check on patients that they are satisfied 
with the food and nutrition they are getting. Patient 
could feel nervous to ask, e.g. a glass of 
water/fruit 

Have a special room to go to for breakfast, lunch, 
dinner – encourage and give challenge for them to 
walk and get food 

Religious food, e.g. Muslims – Halal 

Giving the patient the option of what they want 
personally 

Not just chicken nuggets! 

• Diet, i.e. vegan or 
lactose. More 
range of food, 
children or 
teenagers eat adult 
food. Ask them. 

• Fresh food 
available in all 
areas including 
A&E – not just 
vending machines 

• Having a variety of 
foods and brands. 
Having a different 
area to eat, this 
would encourage 
them to move 
around 
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Appearance counts – something that looks good 

Fruit available, tempting food 

Role models 

Nice crockery 

Make sure food preparation & serving areas are 
clean! 

Choice, different diets, variety 

Staff are people 

 
Attendees:  Total = 23 
Lesley Lopez, Head of Patient & Public Involvement, WHHT 
Carrie Graham, Organisational Development Facilitator, WHHT 
Victoria Wilson, Patient Services Facilitator, WHHT 
Becky Platt, Matron, Children’s Services, WHHT 
Anthony Cohn, Consultant Paediatrician, Paediatrics, WHHT 
Hannah Cooper, WHHT 
Marie Harper, Staff Nurse, Paediatrics – Children’s Services, WHHT 
Saleena Gulamhussein, Hospital Play Specialist, Safari Day Unit, WHHT 
Amy Curtis, Senior Sister, Safari Day Unit, WHHT 
14 students from Hemel Hempstead School 
 
Feedback 
 
“I think that this day is very beneficial as it made me think about the smaller things in the 
NHS. It is nice to know that what we think are priorities are hopefully going to be enforced.” 
“I had fun, a real learning curve. “ 
“I really enjoyed today as the wedges were great and there were lots of interesting points 
and ideas.” 
“I enjoyed today and found it fun. The … wedges were amazing.” 
“It was very interesting and educational. The food was outstanding, out of this world.” 
“I think this morning was very good as it gave us the opportunity to talk, give our opinions 
about the NHS, which was very helpful. I enjoyed it and hope I have helped!” 
“It was nice to feel that we are appreciated and can give an opinion on the NHS. Really 
friendly and great to talk about with people who work in hospitals! Really good food too!” 
“I had a great day discussing the NHS and how it could improve. I’m very glad I had the 
opportunity to take part.” 
“Made me not feel scared and worried to go to hospital.” 
“I really enjoyed today. I got to say my opinion. The food was outstanding. I got to 
communicate with the community.” 
“I really enjoyed today because the people were friendly and so we could express our voice 
confidently. It taught me more about the NHS and what they are looking to do. Wedges were 
great.” 
“I was really happy that I joined in and had a chance to learn the problems about the 
hospitals. Thank you.” 
“This day was very productive, opened my eyes to smaller things that to some people are a 
big deal. It gave me a better understanding of some of the problems facing the hospitals. 
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Appendix 9 
 

WORKING TOGETHER – patients, carers and staff 
 

WORK STREAM MEETING 1: VOLUNTEER WORKFORCE 
 

10am to 12pm, 17 January 2014 
Seminar Room 2, Medical Education Centre, Watford General Hospital 

 
Group 1: Recruitment & retention of 
volunteers 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Marketing: posters, ‘do it’ website, leaflet/pack, 
Trust website, word of mouth, community groups, 
adverts on internal TV and on automated check-in 
systems 

Speakers of other languages 

Video clips on the website with volunteers talking 
about their experience 

Training videos 

Feedback from discharged patients re: where they 
think volunteers are needed more (Discharge 
Lounge?) 

Appraisal: volunteer to be seen once a year 

Volunteer identification badge/lanyard with photo 

Trust staff to value volunteers 

Single point of contact to report to each day in the 
area they are working 

Voluntary Coordinator team 

Must marry needs of volunteer with needs of 
hospital departments: ID this first 

Motivate volunteers 

Volunteers to work in groups, not alone 

Training & development to improve volunteers as 
part of the Trust’s Volunteer Team (trained 
volunteers to train new volunteers) 

At least one trained volunteer to lead on daily 

• Market/promote 
volunteering 

• Regular team 
meetings 

• Volunteer 
Coordinator team 
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basis 

Training through informal workshops and 
induction 

Consultation and participation 

Personal Development so feel valued 

Regular team meetings 

Reliability/Committed 

Feedback from volunteers/wards to take into 
account adapting needs 

Group 2: Location – where they impact the 
most (identify areas and tasks) 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Meeters & greeters at Main Reception, 
Outpatients, wards and Maternity – sets tone for 
the hospital 

Tracking and logging property – checklist on 
discharge ensuring patients go home with what 
they came in with 

Logging equipment going out of the hospital and 
tracking returns 

Translation skills 

Volunteers in clinic areas advising of delays 

Volunteers assisting with queues 

Checklist to be used with patients to find out their 
needs, e.g. menu/food 

More pictures for patients who are finding it 
difficult to communicate 

Wards ring x7551 if patient wants a newspaper, 
etc. 

Assistance at meal times/feeding 

Assistance with washing/cleaning 

Volunteer food trolley 

Security: manning of door at Maternity 

• Assistance at meal 
times/feeding 

• Meeters & greeters 

• Checklist to be 
used with patients 
to find out their 
needs, e.g. 
menu/food 
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Assistance with collection from pharmacy to 
reduce waiting times 

Chiropody 

Transporting of patient notes, patients and 
equipment 

Group 3: Projects - identify   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Individual volunteers to volunteer in different 
departments rather than just one 

Volunteers putting in and getting more out of it 
(feeling good about outcome) 

Volunteers helping with choosing menus for those 
who need it  

More specific training for volunteers 

Wards/departments supporting volunteers 

Simplify the word volunteer 

‘Standing Out’ posters in yellow to advertise 

Volunteer packs on wards so can be picked up 
anywhere 

Increased number of meal time volunteers 

Managing the need vs volunteers 

Run volunteers like a business with planning & 
coordination (will increase efficiency): 
a) template for what departments need (use 
words that average person understands) 
 b) More details of what ward is expecting of 
volunteers 
 
Find full-time role with resources for coordinating 
volunteers = saving the Trust money on Trust staff 

Developing a referral pathway for volunteers with 
point of contact. 

Encourage staff to accept volunteers: help rather 
than hindrance 

Fundraising: clothing for Discharge Lounge 

Patient tick list to identify needed items, e.g. 

• Meeters & greeters 
at Main Reception 
& Outpatients 

• Training induction 
just for volunteers 
(i.e. not with Trust 
staff) 

• Volunteer packs for 
the wards 

• Clearer idea for 
volunteers as to 
what is expected of 
them on wards 
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toothbrush, soap 

Make sure ward patient folders are by the bed 

 
Attendees:  
Lesley Lopez, Head of Patient & Public Involvement, WHHT 
Christine Palmer, Leadership Academy, WHHT 
Chad Livingstone, Volunteer Services Coordinator, WHHT 
Paul Gibbs, Patient & Public Involvement Manager, WHHT 
Paula Lawless, Patient Experience Facilitator, WHHT 
Lynne Pritchard, Volunteer Coordinator, Macmillan Information & Support Centre, WHHT 
Denise McDonald, Volunteer, Macmillan Centre Volunteer, WHHT 
Enid Saunders, Watford African Caribbean Association 
Stephen Beeny, Director of Operations, Medirest 
David White, HertsHelp 
Gill Balen, Patients’ Panel 
Farah Hussain, PALS, WHHT 
Andrew Hayes, Data Admin & Data Management, Women’s & Children’s Services, WHHT 
Sally Drabble, Patient  
Dina Saleh, Volunteer 
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Appendix 10 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

WORKING TOGETHER – patients, carers and staff 
 

WORK STREAM MEETING 2: CUSTOMER CARE 
 

10am to 12pm, 23 January 2014 
Seminar Room 2, Medical Education Centre, Watford General Hospital 

 
Group 1: What does excellent customer care 
look like? 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
What community & voluntary support services are 
available? 

Smile and be polite 

Treat each person as an individual so they feel 
they are treated as an individual 

Ensure senior staff are approachable.  

Visibility of staff on the ward. 

Encourage positive feedback. 

Staff knowing their patients.  

Key communication with relatives. 

Recognising individual needs: shaping patient 
care to their needs. 

How do staff communicate internally to provide 
excellence in customer care? Forums to discuss 
problems 

Find another term to “customer” 

Listen (active) 

Not to be patronised 

Non-judgmental 

• Treat patients with 
dignity, respect and 
equality 

• Treat each person 
as an individual 

• Recognising 
individual needs & 
shaping patient 
care to those 
needs 

Edith 
Glatter 
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Compassion 

Talking as equal 

Introduction – explain role 

Advise – a) name of consultant b) who 
responsible for patient – know who is in control 

Not to treat patient as their condition 

Dignity – giving patients time to prepare for 
procedures 

Code of openness and honesty 

Many questions patients and families may have – 
accessibility to staff, know who to go to 

Involve patients and families in discharge process 

Look after patients who live alone 

Diverse ethnic backgrounds of patients 

Access to information for Patient Services 
available 

How is dignity measured? 

Make sure patients are covered with blanket – 
appropriate clothing 

Outpatients – explanation for delays - how taken 
care of while waiting 

Outside normal hours – no reception 

Using patient feedback – patient experience to 
improve services 

No fear of complaining while an inpatient or while 
having care 

Improve staff morale (how this affects care) 

Warm and welcoming environment 

Competent care 

Confidence in staff 
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Parking: more information and more spaces 

Good information: 7 days a week service 

Group 2: What behaviour would you expect 
from staff – what would make a difference? 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Attitudes 

Balance of staffing levels in relation to demands of 
patient, e.g. dementia/care of elderly ward 

Having time to talk to patients 

Introducing yourself 

Different uniform 

Bigger name badges – font size 

Treat patient as person 

Speaking different language – speak English 

Smile 

Be polite 

Environment we work in may not allow us to 
behave as we want 

Agency staff – different attitude 

Try to employ permanent staff 

Willing to – working outside normal role – ‘going 
extra mile’ 

Look clean and presentable 

Be helpful 

Speaking clearly and concisely – particularly with 
older patients 

How to avoid compassion fatigue 

Priority: 12 hours!! Shorter shifts to prevent fatigue 

Caring behaviour, empathy 

6 Cs 

• Shorter working 
day – would have 
impact on staff 
attitudes & 
behaviour 

• Active caring – 
taking full 
responsibility for 
actions 

• Being able to 
spend more time 
with patients (either 
use volunteers or 
increase number of 
permanent staff) 

Ivor Kellock 
(Lead) 

Fiona 
McNab 
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Interaction with learning disabled patients 

Feeling understood & listened to 

Patient is the glue in all aspects of their treatment 

Don’t assume – ask 

Staff not behaving as if patient is not there. 
Engaging with patient in general 

Compassion. Personalisation. 

Inclusion 

Body language 

Respect 

Aware of risk – ‘escalation’  

Group 3: Telephones & letters – what does 
good customer care look like? 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Keep voicemails personal 

Automated locations/maps via telephones 

Active listening, supportive 

Option to speak to operator 

Friendly, happy 

Alternative extension when on leave 

Communication training as mandatory 

Letters: accurately addressed, making sure silly 
mistakes are not made 

Letters: use layman’s terms – clear understanding 
of clinical terms 

Letters: clear points of contact included 

Letters: constructed with more care and 
forethought that letter may cause distress 

Letter vs telephone: letters more expensive & 
cause more distress 

• Communication 
training as 
mandatory 

• All communication 
should provide 
clear, concise & 
important 
information in a 
friendly, competent 
& professional way   
X 2 

 

Hamed 
Zarin 
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Telephone is faster 

Alternative communications: email, text, social 
media 

Service level agreements – responding to 
calls/letters 

Prefer to speak to a person – who will reply 
promptly 

Format: Braille. Meet special needs of patients: 
patients with dyslexia - audio 

Call termination process – abusive calls 

Checks – confidentiality; convenient to speak at 
time of call 

Options: emails rather than post. Disclosure 

Data protection 

Information on what to expect 

Introduction on telephone calls 

Choose and book system – excellent ☺ 

Better internal information for staff telephone 
numbers 

Patient phones – how accessible – calls for 
patients – how easy is it to contact a patient? 

Where can inpatient take or make personal call? 

Trust format for automated messages 

Messages too long – give too much information – 
should be brief, professional and provide an 
alternative contact number 

Tone of voice. Introduction. Sounding professional 

Comprehensive information, e.g. appointment 
letters, site map 

What patient needs to bring, fasting instructions 

Admission letters – how long will they wait – 
outpatient/inpatient? 
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Attendees: 
Lesley Lopez, Head of Patient & Public Involvement, WHHT 
Carrie Graham, Organisational Development, WHHT 
Victoria Wilson, Patient Services Coordinator, WHHT 
Fiona McNab, Macmillan Information Centre Manager, WHHT 
Edison Weekes, Patient Representative 
David White, HertsHelp 
Gwendolyn Andrew, Patients’ Panel 
Hamed Zarin, PALS Coordinator, WHHT 
Paula Lawless, Patient Experience Facilitator, WHHT 
Henry Goldberg, Watford & Three Rivers Trust 
Gretta Lydon, Complaints Adviser, WHHT 
James Mason, Project Lead, Emergency Medicine, WHHT 
Heidi Svendsen Hall, Patient Experience Administrator, WHHT 
Edith Glatter, Patients Association & Dacorum Patient Group 
Ivor Kellock, St Albans District News 
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Appendix 11 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WORKING TOGETHER – patients, carers and staff 
 

WORK STREAM MEETING 3: PATIENT COMMUNICATIONS 
 

10am to 12pm, 28 January 2014 
Seminar Room 2, Medical Education Centre, Watford General Hospital 

 
Group 1: What is good communication? What 
does it look like? 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Clear and concise  

Language 

Summary – include link for further information 

Multiple languages 

Send to the right person – Data Protection Act 

Current 

Multiple formats – e-forms, Makaton, etc. 
considered when distributing 

Access to sources of information 

Timing 

Feedback 

Non-verbal communication (body language) 

Open to interpretation 

Good planning to meet the needs of patients 
when communicating 

Good communication for blind people 

100% access. Using paper/pen is inadequate, lip 

• Face to face 
communication – 
body language 

• A smile to make a 
happy patient & 
family 

• Ensuring 
patient/visitor/ 
carer fully 
understands what 
is happening/what 
needs to be 
done/what will 
happen in the 
future 
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read, using family/friends, not enough 

Staff need to differentiate between hard of 
hearing/deaf/deaf & blind/blind and different 
support required 

Letters in audio format – directed to website – 
general/specific info 

Be aware of sign. Health + GPs + hospital staff. 
Deaf advocate service. 

Eye contact 

2 way 

Make sure you are understood 

Speaking slowly & clearly 

Always introduce yourself 

A smile ☺ 

A happy patient & family 

Ensuring patient/visitor or carer fully understands 
what is happening/what needs to be done and 
what will happen in the future 

Name badges 

Introduce ourselves 

My name is … 

How information delivered positively with care and 
feeling 

Listening 

Treating everyone as an individual 

Training, coaching, mentoring staff 

Attitude - change 

Group 2: How should we communicate with 
seldom heard groups, e.g. English not first 
language, people with learning disability, 
people with sensory disability? 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Flag system including hard of hearing/deaf +/- • Find out  
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blind – separate issues 

Be prepared – have interpreter if 
required/requested 

Children whose parent is deaf – database has 
flagging system 

Deaf awareness training throughout the Trust 

Staff to be aware how to book additional support, 
e.g. impaired hearing/blindness support, 
particularly at short notice 

Contact user led organisations locally instead of 
ex consultants 

Additional time for appointment as can be 3 way 
conversation. Start at GP practice – hospital 
aware, but not proactive with support 

Overcoming SLA constraints to facilitate service 
support – not to use Clinicom/Friends & Family – 
seek a qualified professional 

Ensure general proficiency if required 

Use of technology – electric pad, Skype for 
interpreter 

Communicate the same way 

Identification by using wristbands, etc. 

Support directory (list of contacts for all 
disabilities) 

Needs to be on patient cardex 

Provide BSL signers & interpreters 

GPS guidance system 

Digital communication to help signpost people into 
hospital and around 

Access to services. Time? 

Advocacy 

Networking to services 

communication 
requirements of 
patients 

• Support directory: 
list of all contacts 
for all disabilities 

• Digital 
communication to 
help signpost 
people into hospital 
and around 

• Advocacy 
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Group 3: If you were in charge of training, 
what would you make sure clinicians do to 
communicate well with patients and carers? 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Treat all patients as people, humanity 

Speak slowly & clearly 

Not too technical 

Introduce themselves & ask patient how they 
would like to be addressed 

Opportunity for patients to ask questions – clarity 
cards with outpatient letter 

Online support 

Eye contact 

Positive attitude 

Imagine the patient is your relative 

Practical workshop (role play) involving 
doctors/patients/actors 

Build rapport 

Time keeping 

Improve emotional intelligence 

Managing expectations 

Active listening 

Use of tone of voice 

Recognise body language 

Ask meaningful questions 

Honest & open 

Supportive 

Transparent 

Smile ☺ 

• Develop practical 
workshop (role 
play) 

• Link workshops to 
disability training 

• Implement open 
communication 
training programme 
to include active 
listening, managing 
expectations, 
politeness, touch, 
etc. 

• Team building 

Ivor Kellock 

Jill 
Jamieson 

Training 
Department 
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Be polite 

Touch 

Implement an open communication programme 

Training programme as mandatory – interactive 

Team building 

Secondments – for senior consultants 

Staff opinions on what training they need 

Look at other Trust’s training 

Disability awareness training and training to match 
and meet their needs – including how the 
environment affects communication/verbal skills, 
e.g. shouting, loud voices, speaking extra slowly! 

Group 4: How might we improve 
communication around pre-admission, 
admission, treatment and discharge? 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Change in attitude 

Letters 

More caring 

Improve empathy 

More engagement 

Treat as individual 

Ward information (info leaflet) 

Managing expectations 

Poor instructions 

Lack of support/mentoring 

Send email/text/voice message 

Someone take 5 minutes to explain 
things/outcome/results 

Lack of information post discharge 

• Treat as an 
individual 

• Relook at format of 
admission letter 

• Link workshops to 
disability training 

• Electronic terminal 

Hamed 
Zarin 

Pauline 
Dolling 
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Administrative process outdated 

Barriers to communication 

System/process needs updating 

Relook at format of admission letter (nil by mouth 
information) 

Who’s doing operation (right to challenge) 

Communicate better re: discharge waiting 

Electronic terminal 

Single point of contact (pre-admission queries) 

Preferred contact method 

Clinical navigation service, following patient 
journey 

Information of options (discharge) 

Referral means/process to be improved 

Advocacy support 

Development of information provided re: getting to 
hospital 

Preferred format to receive information 

Clear signage to your admitting area 

Take into consideration environment preference 
when admitted to hospital, e.g. single room/ward 

Utlising tool kit/information pack to enable 
communication with medical staffing which flags 
up if patient is hard of hearing/deaf/blind/blind & 
deaf 

Staff awareness of needs who are 
directly/indirectly involved in care, e.g. 
meals/drinks 
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Attendees: 
 
Lesley Lopez, Head of Patient & Public Involvement, WHHT 
Christine Palmer, Organisational Development, WHHT 
Victoria Wilson, Patient Services Coordinator, WHHT 
Leigh Hutchings, Disability Watford, PoHWER, Talking Newspapers 
Jill Jamieson, Patient Representative 
David White, HertsHelp 
Jessica Ingber, Discharge Planning Adviser, HertsHelp IDT 
John Blandford, Patient/Volunteer 
Pauline Dolling, Patients’ Panel 
Hamed Zarin, PALS Coordinator, WHHT 
Susan Black, Complaints Manager, WHHT 
Stephen Duce, Retail & Restaurant Manager, Medirest 
James Mason, Project Lead, Medicine, Watford General Hospital, WHHT 
Brian York, Hertbeats Customer Support Group 
Alison McGill, Project Lead, WHHT 
Manjeet Cross, Deaf Community Office & Herts Hearing Advisory Service 
Ivor Kellock, St Albans District News 
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Appendix 12 
 
 

 
 

WORKING TOGETHER – patients, carers and staff 
 

WORK STREAM MEETING 4: EXPERIENCE OF ARRIVING 
 

2 - 4pm, 3 February 2014 
Lecture Theatre 1, Medical Education Centre, Watford General Hospital 

 
Group 1: Experience of arriving on site   
IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Information points: seats, maps 

Ticket – collect on arrival, pay on departure 

Advertise free spaces 

Minibus service from: Watford Junction, High 
Street to drive round site – hop on/hop off service 

Major site map at entrance and main entrances 

Telephone system – increase capacity 

Improved information – by bus/car – better service 
(not often enough) 

Survey – how people travel  

More car park information 

– more car park spaces 
– not enough disabled parking spaces 
– staff shouldn’t have to pay for parking 
– too expensive 
– access to cash: close to car park (machines 

accept notes, pay on exit, car parking hut with 
change?) 

Better signage for people arriving by bus 

Telephone system – automated not good 

On site signage improved. 

Travel details in appointment letters – 
personalised. (Confusing/counterproductive. 

• Manned 
information points 
with seats & maps 

• Personalised travel 
details in 
appointment letters 

• Make paying for 
parking easier by 
providing cash 
point/change point 
near car park; 
machines to accept 
notes; pay on exit 
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Better maps/interactive.) 

Car park attendants (face to face) advising of free 
spaces in visitors car parks 

Car share. 

Paediatric outpatients not very welcoming – are 
the toys clean? Space very tight. 

Walk ways and pedestrian areas. Harder in the 
dark! Better lighting at night. 

Lack of ‘human touch’/opening hours of all 
reception areasT 
Group 2: Experience of arriving at front of 
house 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
Videos – how to get to clinic 

GPS – guide talking 

Touch screen to get directions 

Local information: shops, services 

Comfortable temperature, entertainment, TV, 
content management system 

Eye clinic – needs updating 

Switchboard – no follow up when on hold 

Signage not user friendly – make it clear to lay 
person 

Immediate responses: meters & greeters when 
arrive in area 

Provide guides/support when entering site – front 
of house is too late 

Identify a main reception 7 days a week at all sites 

Reception for PMoK, A&E/AAU, Women’s & 
Children’s 

Landscaping (trees) 

Reception/receptionist at St Albans/Hemel: not 
well signposted at Hemel and no-one to ask 

• Touch screen to 
obtain directions 

• Meeters and 
greeters for when 
you arrive 

• Identify main 
reception at all 
sites – manned 7 
days a week 
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Smoking on site 

Website: reviewing information if up to date 
attending hospitals, knowing where to go 

Outpatients: appointments for audiology – no 
receptionist on Saturdays 

Meeters & greeters 

Signage 

Access for patients/visitors with 
disabilities/language barriers 

 
Group 3: Experience of arriving at the clinic or 
ward 

  

IDEA PRIORITY WHO 
First impression: human touch, greeting when 
attending clinics rather than leaving slips in tray, 
communication 

Hand hygiene not visible – verbal command? 

Keeping informed about delays (A&E & clinics: 
moving screen) 

Built environment in public/toilet areas 

Children’s toys – not clean 

No smoking on hospital site! 

Better faculty for arriving at local hospital 

Joined up/wider training of volunteers in all 
hospitals 

Ensure patients ‘checked in’ on arrival, briefed 
inducted, transfer welcomed 

Provide ETA for transfer time 

Clutter. Out of date posters & should all be 
laminated. 

Information not standardised 

Response to door buzzer on wards 

AAU: who is the greeter? Reception let you 

• Reception desk 

• Make sure patient 
is ‘checked in’ on 
arrival: greeted, 
briefed and 
welcomed 

• Hand hygiene 
visible – verbal 
command? 
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through doors but who does one report to? 

Who is ward receptionist? Ward clerk/nurse? 

More efficient especially at night 

Feeling comfortable when knowing someone in 
control 

Welcome card. Information. 

Reception areas are old fashioned & too high. 

Outpatients: bar codes, clinical information, 
assistance information, wheelchair, language, 
dietary needs 

Clear signs to and from key areas 

Reception desk – feeling like someone is in 
control. First place you come to (security). Chairs 
– comfort. 
 
Attendees: 
 
Lesley Lopez, Head of Patient & Public Involvement, WHHT 
Susan Whiterod, Leadership Academy, WHHT 
Victoria Wilson, Patient Services Coordinator, WHHT 
Ivor Kellock, St Albans District News 
Tom Drabble, Patient Consultant 
Edith Glatter, Patients Association 
Janet Bax, Patients Association 
David Morgan, General Manager, Medirest 
James Gamble, Carer 
Farah Hussain, PALS Officer, WHHT 
Chadwick Livingstone, Voluntary Services Coordinator, WHHT 
Wendy Wilson, Patients’ Panel 
Olabisi Onanuga, Watford African Caribbean Association 
Paul Gibbs, Patient & Public Involvement Manager, WHHT 
Jane Roberts, Project Lead, Friends & Family and 15 Steps Programme, WHHT 
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Appendix 13 
 
Social Media 
 
The Trust continues to gain valuable feedback through NHS Choices and Patient Opinion 
websites. 
 
NHS Choices 
 
The overall star rating given by NHS Choices is based on the question: ‘How likely are you 
to recommend this service to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment?’  

 
The Trust received the following star markings for the 3 hospital sites: 3.5 stars for Watford, 
4.5 stars for St Albans and 4.0 stars for Hemel Hempstead. 

 
During the months of January- February, NHS Choices received 19 comments regarding the 
Trust which included 10 comments with regard to Watford, 4 comments for Hemel 
Hempstead and 5 for St Albans. Some examples of the comments received (both positive 
and negative) are as follows: 
 
Watford General Hospital:  
AAU: ‘My husband was offered food at lunch time, and I had the offer of a sandwich as well, 
there was unlimited tea, coffee and water, and the staff kept checking on all the patients 
waiting, not just my husband … All the staff were smiling, caring even though they were 
extremely busy I cannot praise them enough, well done Watford General, if all your 
departments are as good as this one you can’t go wrong.’ 

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery: ‘I have spent over a week leaving answer phone messages 
and trying to call through with regards to ongoing problems following a wisdom tooth 
extraction … I have received appalling after care and the problems are still unresolved … I 
am still waiting to hear back from the department as I am trying to get an appointment 
urgently … Even the hospital switchboard tried calling for 15 minutes today - still no 
response.’ 

Hemel Hempstead Hospital: 
Urgent Care Centre: ‘All of the staff were efficient and the clinical team were excellent … 
Having previously taken my son to A&E for a similar injury this was a much better 
experience and treatment outcome so is worth understanding which services to use for the 
right situation.’ 
 
Urgent Care Centre: ‘The staff are pleasant enough but there are simply not enough doctors 

and nurses on duty.’ 

 
St Albans City Hospital: 
Rheumatology: ‘received a letter to book an appointment at rheumatology in St Albans. I 
rang the no given to me. It rang and rang. No answer. This went on for two days. In the end I 
went to the hospital to physically book it. The lady at appointments seemed very distressed 
… she explained that Watford, Hemel and St Albans appointments were now answered in St 
Albans and that there is only one person / sometimes two on duty. I was lucky to be able to 
go and get my appnt. but what about the elderly, disabled and infirm.’ 
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Dermatology: ‘Treated with kindness and good humour, a feeling of extreme confidence and 
assurance offered all the time … with lots of effort to put me at ease, every move explained 
by the doctor as she proceeded with great support from her assistants.’ 

 
Patient Opinion 
 
During the months of January-February, Patient Opinion received 18 comments regarding 
the Trust which included 12 comments with regard to Watford, 4 comments for Hemel 
Hempstead and 2 comments for St Albans. 
 
The positive comments ranged from praise for the promptness with which treatment was 
received for an ear infection to the great support given within Maternity. The more negative 
comments received ranged from frustration because follow-up appointments are not made 
whilst the patient is still in Outpatients to dissatisfaction at the long length of time spent 
waiting in the discharge lounge for a prescription to be provided. 
   
The processes by which these opinions are collected and responded to, together with 
lessons learnt are to be reviewed ensuring that the Trust are capturing these as ‘real time’ 
feedback. 
 
The Trust are in the final stages of signing up to Patient Opinion to support patient feedback 
and better patient care. 
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Appendix 14 
 

Executives ‘Back to the Floor’ 
Two executive members, the Director for Partnerships and the Director of Workforce, made 
ward visits in January & February in respect of ‘Back to the Floor’ (Appendix 14). 

 
The Director of Partnerships visited De La Mare Ward, St Albans, in the role of ward clerk 
and found that: 
 

• the ward clerk duties are not always appreciated 

• access times to IT systems need to be improved to help ward clerks in their work 

• it would help if different IT areas were linked, e.g. Patient Centre and Clinicom 

• the ward clerks enjoy team working 

• the ward clerks should be part of the professional network 

• a clinical code for transfer of patients to WGH would help 

• the quality of health records needs to be improved to help with filing of paperwork 
 
The Director of Partnerships also visited Occupational Therapy, The Granger Suite, 
Physiotherapy and The Dick Edmonds Stroke Unit to observe staff and the daily care of 
patients and found that: 

 

• staff were frustrated with issues re: recruitment and retention of staff 

• staff had difficulties keeping partners (e.g. HCC, HPFT) engaged with service 
developments 

• The Granger Suite has been a superb development 

• there is excellent team working amongst the staff and that staff enjoy their roles 

• there was concern amongst the staff that the stroke gym might become a routine 
escalation/surge area for the hospital. 

 
The Director of Workforce visited Ridge Ward and found that: 
 

• a large amount of time is spent by senior nursing staff doing audit work 

• issues are caused by the late arrival of laundry (11am) although this may be a 
temporary problem 

• the Spanish nurses are settling in well 

• staff motivation is good 

• the attire of junior doctors was a problem 

• noise at night from staff was an issue 

• staff having to use up their holidays this quarter is causing backfill issues 
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Appendix 15 
 
Patient & Public Involvement (January & February): 
 

• The Trust has started a new far-reaching Organisational Development Programme 
(ODP). There is a procurement process to appoint a number of ‘best-in-field’ external 
providers who will provide flexible support as and when needed. Trust staff together with 
the Chair of the Patients’ Panel participated in this process. 
 

• Head of PPI attended the LGBT Partnership Meeting where the Trans Health Needs 
Assessment was presented by Viewpoint and organisations represented at the meeting 
were challenged to ask what their organisations were doing or could do to implement the 
recommendations within the assessment. Meeting the needs of older LGB&T people 
within Hertfordshire was also discussed. During this event the Trust were asked to sign a 
commitment to support the LGBT community. The purpose of this commitment is for 
organisations to work proactively to improve services, support and overall customer 
services for LGB&T in the county. A workbook will be sent as a first step to the Trust 
signing up to this commitment. 

 

• The Trust held a Volunteers’ ‘Thank You’ Lunch in February to which all volunteers who 
work within the Trust were invited. The Chief Executive and Chair of the Trust thanked 
the volunteers for all their hard work and dedication, presenting certificates to those 
volunteers who have served for many years. 
 

• The Trust had an opportunity to join in a ‘Conversation about Dementia Friendly 
Communities in St. Albans & Harpenden’.  Herts Valley Clinical Commissioning Group 
(HVCCG) joined together with Dementia Friends to host this information session with 
patients, doctors, Herts County Council, St. Albans District Council, the Alzheimer’s 
Society and other organisations to look at planning future health services. This was an 
excellent workshop with tabletop discussions to create a dementia friendly community. 

 

• Trust’s Spiritual & Pastoral Care Team continued its work with all religious leaders in 
west Hertfordshire. A morning workshop in January gave the opportunity for all to come 
together to hear of the Trust’s work around infection control & prevention. Fiona Loud, 
Chair of the Organ Donation committee and Kidney Alliance presented to further raise 
awareness with religious leaders. End of Life issues were also presented by the 
MacMillan Palliative Care team 

 
 


